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 SUMMARY OF TENTATIVE AGREEMENT 

FOR VOTE ON SEPTEMBER 3rd, 4TH, and 5th 2013 

The negotiating team recommends a YES vote on this agreement. We believe we have 

bargained the best we can for the workers at Tulare County Superior Courts.  In this round of 

bargaining we were able to fight off various concessions that the Employer presented to us 

across the table.  We would have liked to make more improvements, but we are proud of what 

we have done together, and we know that we can work together to win more in the next few 

years. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TENTATIVE AGREEMENT 

 TERM and REOPENERS:  

***Two (2) year contract with a Reopener on Wages and Benefits once the Courts receive their 
final revenue allocation from the AOC for the next two fiscal years. This will allow us to go back 
to the table in an attempt to negotiate for possible wage increases, increases to special pays, 
and other benefits offered by the Courts.  
 

***In addition to that reopener we have a special reopener for the first year of the contract. 
The Courts plans to request additional funding from the AOC this fiscal year.  If the Court 
receives an unrestricted funding allocation from the AOC this year, they will notify the Union 
and we will be able to meet with the Courts to make improvements on all cost items in the 
contract. 

 
 SPECIAL PAYS: 

*** Bilingual Pay: 
The Courts considered cutting Bilingual Pay out altogether.  We were able to preserve bilingual 
pay by changing the system from a percentage of pay to a flat dollar amount of $30.00 for 
everyone who spends 40% or more of their time using their bilingual skills at work.   
 
***Realtime Certification Pay: 
The Courts wanted to do away with Real time Certification Pay for Court Reporters after 
September 30, 2013.  They were willing to continue paying those who currently received the 
pay, but anyone who got certified after that date would receive no additional pay.  We pushed 
back on the Courts to keep Realtime Certification Pay intact.  We ended up agreeing to a freeze 



on realtime certification pay starting after the November 2, 2013 testing cycle through the end 
of the contract.  This does not affect reporters that currently receive the pay, only reporters 
who successfully attain certification after the November 2nd testing cycle.  If you successfully 
attain certification by the November testing cycle, you will be eligible for the pay.   

 

 MERIT PAY INCREASES: 

There will be no freeze on Merit Pay increases.  The Courts wanted to freeze merit step 
increases for two years, with no retro pay. This means workers would have lost out in $122,000 
in merit step increases that were due, and would not recoup those monies once the freeze was  
lifted.  We were successful at getting that proposal off the table, so that workers will see their 
merit increases over the next two years of the contract. 

 
 HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUMS 

There will be no change in the Employer’s contribution to health insurance premiums for the 
term of the contract.  We were also able to reach agreement that the Courts will continue to 
pay the employer’s portion of the health insurance premiums for the employees who were 
recently laid off for an additional three months, October-December. 

 
 Management Leave 

Management leave in the Professional Unit contract will change from receiving the leave added 
to their bank on July 1 of each year to receiving a portion of the leave added to their bank each 
pay period.  There is no change in the amount of management leave. 
 

 


